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Nanocarbon materials can provide effective reinforcement to a surrounding composite matrix. However,
the fabrication of nanocarbon/metal composites with superior comprehensive properties remains
challenging. Here, we developed a simple cyclic growth-twisting-drawing method to fabricate superhelix
graphene/copper nanocomposite wires composed of massive, strongly bonded, and super-helically arranged ﬁne copper ﬁbers with interfacial graphene layers. The obtained nanocomposite wires with a
small graphene volume fraction of ~0.32% exhibit a largely improved current carrying capacity of
5.8  1010 A m2, ~2.6 times of that of pure copper wires. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity,
5.01  107 S m1, is comparable to that of pure copper. These nanocomposite wires also exhibit improved
strength and ductility, 10% and 80% increases compared with that of pure copper wires. These multiple
enhanced properties can be attributed to the microscopic superhelix structure with the interfacial graphene layers embedded in the entire multi-level structure. With their largely improved current carrying
capacity and mechanical reinforcement, these highly electrically conductive nanocomposite wires
promise widely potential applications in the areas of heavy duty, high power electronics and electricity
transmission.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Highly electrically conductive materials with supreme current
carrying capability (ampacity) are emerging to meet the demand
for both the tremendous expansion of electric power systems and
the progressive miniaturization of micro electronic devices [1,2].
On one hand, the ampacity is intrinsically determined by electromigration, a nonthermal and current-assisted diffusion process
initiated at surface and grain boundaries [3,4]. On the other hand, a
series of complexities, including joule-heating-induced temperature rise, surface emissivity, heat dissipation coefﬁcients, as well as
neighboring heat sources, all impact the restricted current in
practical applications [2,5,6]. Traditional metal conductors, such as
copper (Cu) and aluminum (Al), are widely used in electrical
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applications such as wires and cables due to their outstanding
electrical conductivity. However, the current limit by electromigration is approximately 1010 A m2 in most metals, generally
two orders of magnitude lower than that of nanocarbons (~1012
A m2) [7e10]. Moreover, their limited melting point and thermal/
chemical stability as compared to that of carbon-based materials,
for example graphite conductors, hinders their applications under
heavy-duty and high-power conditions, as well as harsh environments. In contrast, nanocarbons such as graphene and carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) are characterized by their remarkable ability to
sustain high current density, as well as their ultra-high thermal and
chemical stability [11,12] due to strong CeC bonds. However, the
low electrical conductivity of nanocarbons and their macroscopic
assemblies are still obstacles when used as conductors [8,13].
Generally, high ampacity and high conductivity are mutually
exclusive properties. This is because the former requires a strongly
bonded system, whereas the latter requires the free electrons from
a weakly bonded one [1,14]. Therefore, achieving high electrical
conductivity and ampacity, as well as thermal and mechanical
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stability, in a single material is still great challenge.
Recently, graphene- and CNTs-based ﬁbers and wires were
developed for high performance electrical cables with high
ampacity [12,15e17]. However, their intrinsic low electrical conductivity is still a problem. Owing to their unique structure and
excellent properties, nanocarbons can serve as property enhancer
for composite materials to achieve comprehensive properties
[18e20]. Especially, graphene/metal and CNTs/metal composites
synergistically combine the high electrical conductivity of metals
and the high ampacity of nanocarbons [1,17,21]. But the alignment
and distribution with increasing volume fraction of nanocarbon
inclusions remains challenging, which limits the maximum reinforcement. More recently, nanolayered structures, such as graphene/polymer and graphene/metal nanolayered composite
materials [22e26], are reported to have high degrees of enhancement due to uniform distribution, high alignment and high-quality
of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) graphene, as well as considerably reduced interface spacing. Nevertheless, such fabrication
processes are difﬁcult to apply for fabricating ﬁbers and wires. As a
result, there is high demand for better methods to fabricate
nanocarbon/metal composite wires or ﬁbers with largely improved
comprehensive properties.
In this study, we fabricated graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires
through a synergistic growth-twisting-drawing strategy, which is a
unique cyclic three-step process including (1) growth of surface
graphene by CVD, (2) twisting of the graphene coated wires, and (3)
densiﬁcation of the twisted wires by multi-die drawing. The CVD
produces high quality graphene crystals in situ and ensures sufﬁcient interaction between the graphene sheets and the copper
crystal domains at microscopic scale. The repeated twistingdrawing processes make the graphene ﬁnally to be closely spaced
but distinctly separated, and distributed highly uniformly within
the copper matrix. The obtained graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires
possess a superhelix micro texture (superhelix G@Cu wires), that is
a bundle of massive, strongly bonded and super-helically arranged
ﬁne Cu ﬁbers interpenetrated by almost continuous and high
quality interfacial graphene layers. Compared to commercial Cu
wires, the superhelix G@Cu wires exhibit largely improved
ampacity, enhanced strength and ductility, and almost unchanged
electrical and thermal conductivity. These superior comprehensive
properties can be attributed to the unique superhelix structure,
together with the nano-conﬁnement effect and excellent properties of graphene.
2. Experimental methods
2.1. Fabrication of graphene coated Cu wires (G/Cu wires)
Graphene coated Cu wires were fabricated by a modiﬁed CVD
method based on a well-established procedure reported elsewhere
[27]. Commercial Cu wires (diameter of 200 mm) that ﬁxed separately on quartz holders were placed in a modiﬁed vertical tubular
furnace (Tianjin Zhonghuan Lab Furnace Co., Ltd). After annealing
at 1000  C under Ar/H2 atmosphere (200 sccm Ar and 50 sccm H2
ﬂows) for 40 min, the CVD growth of graphene was carried out at
1000  C by adding 5 sccm methane for 20 min, followed by furnace
cooling under Ar/H2 atmosphere (200 sccm Ar and 50 sccm H2). The
obtained samples of graphene coated Cu wires were named G/Cu
wires.
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below 100  C and then 1000  C annealing for 30 min under Ar/H2
atmosphere (200 sccm Ar and 50 sccm H2) using the CVD furnace.
At this stage, the samples were named G/Cu-T wires. Subsequently,
the G/Cu-T wires were drawn through a series of circular dies
(decreased hole diameters from 570 to 200 mm, 30 mm in step,
~100 mm min1) manually at room temperature (RT), which produced samples named 1st superhelix G@Cu wires. Again, the CVD
process was carried out with the 1st superhelix G@Cu wires after
the multi-die drawing treatment, and the obtained samples were
used for the next fabrication cycle. The above growth-twistingdrawing procedure was cycled for n times to produce superhelix
graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires named nth superhelix G@Cu
wires (n ¼ 1e6). In addition, control samples (nth superhelix Cu
wires, n ¼ 1e6) were fabricated from commercial Cu wires without
surface graphene and following the similar procedures above
without CVD growth.
2.3. Morphology and structural characterization
The microscopic morphologies of the samples were observed by
a ﬁeld emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Model S4300, Hitachi, Japan) equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry (EDS) system. Secondary electron SEM images were
taken for both the axial surface and radial cross-section with an
acceleration voltage of 15e20 kV. The cross-section of the G/Cu
wires and nth superhelix G@Cu wires were obtained by tensile
fracture at a displacement rate of 1 mm min1 using an electronic
universal testing machine (Shimadzu, AG-X), and by manually
cutting using a scalpel for the G/Cu-T wires. Carbon elements distribution beneath the axial surface of the nth G@Cu wires were
investigated by the EDS measurements, where the samples were
mechanically polished to eliminate the surface graphene and then
partially etched in ferric chloride (FeCl3) aqueous solution
(0.5 mol L1) followed by thorough cleaning.
Both the surface and interior graphene was assessed by Raman
spectrometry (Renishaw, inVia Raman spectrometer) with a
wavelength of 514 nm. For the Raman examination of the interior
graphene, two types of samples were prepared and measured as
follows. Using the dip cast method, polymethyl methacrylate
(PMMA) coatings were deposited from its chloroform solution
(40 mg mL1) to the outer surface of the commercial Cu wires and
surface-polished nth superhelix G@Cu wires, respectively. Subsequently, Cu was totally etched in the FeCl3 aqueous solution
(0.5 mol L1) followed by thorough cleaning to leave the PMMA
coatings. In the case of the surface-polished nth G@Cu wires, the
measured PMMA coatings should adhere with residual graphene
sheets that originally in the interior of the nanocomposite wires.
The PMMA coatings obtained from the commercial Cu wires were
then measured to distinguish the PMMA background.
2.4. Density measurements
All the measured samples were cut into a length (L) of 5 mm. The
mean diameter (d) was measured by SEM mentioned above. The
mass (m) was measured using a balance with a precision of 0.1 mg
(Sartorius, BSA124S-CS). The mass density (r) was calculated using
the expression: r ¼ 4  m/(L  p  d  d). The standard errors were
calculated from three measured samples for each type of the wires.
2.5. Measurements of mechanical properties

2.2. Fabrication of superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires
(superhelix G@Cu wires)
6 of as prepared G/Cu wires were twisted and then subjected to
5e6 times of a repeating two-step treatment including pre-tension

Monotonic tensile tests were performed using an electronic
universal testing machine (Shimadzu, AG-X) with a precision of
0.1 mN and 0.033 mm. All the samples were ﬁxed by glue between
the two counter holders with a tested gauge length of 15 mm. The
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displacement rate was set to 1 mm min1. True stress-strain curves
were obtained using a constant-volume, homogenous deformation
model [25,28]. The Young's modulus was derived from the ratio of
the true stress and true strain values within the linear elastic range
[28]. The standard errors were calculated from three measured
samples for each type of the wires.
2.6. Measurements of electrical properties and current carrying
capability
The room temperature electrical conductivity (sRT) was calculated using the expression: sRT ¼ 4  L/(p  R  d  d), where
L ¼ 10 mm is the measured gauge length, R is the room temperature
resistance measured using a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter under 4wire conﬁguration, and d is the mean diameter measured by SEM
mentioned above. The standard errors were calculated from three
measured samples for each type of the wires.
The current carrying capacity (ampacity) was determined by
measuring the current density versus sweeping electric ﬁeld (J-E).
The stepwise J, J response to stepwise E and J response to pulsed E
were measured to evaluate the electrical fatigue properties. All the
measurements above were performed under vacuum (104 Pa) by a
Keithley 4200A-SCS equipped with a power transmission unit.
Temperature rise induced by Joule-heating was measured by a noncontact infrared radiation thermometer (AST-AL47-4025, Beijing
DHLC Tech Co., Ltd.) with a precision of ±0.1%. All the tested gauge
length was set to 20 mm. Three samples were measured for each
type of the wires. In addition, continuous current rating measurements were performed using the same setup but under 150 sccm Ar
ﬂow.
2.7. Measurements of thermal conductivity
Based on a well-established self-heating method [11,17,29], the
thermal conductivity (k) was calculated using the expression:
k ¼ QL/4Ac(TmeTa), where Q is the applied electric power for selfheating of the wire sample, L ¼ 20 mm is the measured gauge
length, Ac is the cross-sectional area, and Tm and Ta are the temperature at the middle point and the end of the wire, respectively.
The measurement setup was similar to that used for the ampacity
measurements under vacuum (104 Pa) but an infrared camera
(Fluke TiS75) was used to measure the temperature proﬁle along
the wire axis. The standard errors were calculated from three
measured samples for each type of the wires.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Fabrication and structure characterization
Fig. 1aec illustrate the schematic cyclic growth-twistingdrawing fabrication procedure. Graphene coated Cu wires (G/Cu
wires, Fig. 1a) were fabricated by the CVD process (see details in the
Experimental section). A number (t) of the G/Cu wires were twisted
into helical strands (t-wire strands, Fig. 1b). The t-wire strands were
subjected to repeated thermal-stretching treatment (see details in
the Experimental section), which produced elongated and more
tightly-packed helical strands (G/Cu-T wires, Fig. 1b). The G/Cu-T
wires were subjected to multi-die drawing treatments (Fig. 1c).
The helically arranged t wires were deformed to be closely packed
with the graphene embedded within their interfaces, which
involved synergistic effects to these wires including reduced
diameter and elongation, accommodated radial plastic deformation
to ﬁll the voids, and adjusted helix angle. This produced grapheneinserted nanocomposite wires (1st superhelix G@Cu wires, Fig. 1c)
composed of helically arranged t sub-wires with interfacial

graphene and possessing a uniform round outer shape with the
same diameter as the die hole. Again, the CVD process was carried
out with the 1st superhelix G@Cu wires, and the obtained samples
were used for the next fabrication cycle. Replicating the above
growth-twisting-drawing process n times generated superhelix
graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires (nth superhelix G@Cu wires,
Fig. 1d) composed of graphene-intercalated sub-wires (or ﬁbers) in
a total number that exponentially scales with n, as tn. These subwires were progressively densiﬁed and their average diameter
(da) was remarkably reduced with increasing n, as da ¼ D/tn/2,
where D is the diameter of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires. Meanwhile, graphene was replenished cyclically resulting in an
increasing volume fraction (VG). The interfacial graphene layers
were promoted to be closely spaced with reducing da, but distinctly
separated. The sub-wires with their interfacial graphene were arranged with a micro texture of high order helix-upon-a-helix,
known as superhelix [30], analogous to a hemp rope (Fig. 1d).
Such structure characteristics favor uniform distribution and
alignment of the graphene layers within the Cu matrix.
SEM images of the samples in each step of the ﬁrst cycle are
shown in Fig. 2aec respectively. The CVD process produced graphene layers that uniformly covered the whole surface of the Cu
wires, as indicated by the translucent surface of the G/Cu wires.
Considering the imperfectness and the inﬂuence of the background
(Cu or PMMA), Raman spectroscopy (sample 1, Fig. 2h) shows that
the surface graphene are mainly multilayered and has a layer
number of 2e3 and quite high quality, with the ratio I2D/IG ¼ 0.85
and low D peak at 1350 cm1 [31,32,35]. The thermally stretched 6wire strands (G/Cu-T wires, Fig. 2b) had a helix angle of 37 and
overall diameter of ~600 mm, accompanying a ~20% total elongation
compared with the as twisted ones. The surface graphene layers
appeared to be almost intact upon the repeated thermal-stretching
process because the translucent surface exhibited little change after
this treatment. Instead of the helix morphology, the obtained 1st
superhelix G@Cu wires (Fig. 2c) had a continuous smooth surface
and redeﬁned diameter of ~200 mm, accompanying an overall
443e484% elongation compared with the G/Cu-T wires before the
multi-die drawing treatment. However, pores and voids can be
observed in the cross-section of the 1st superhelix G@Cu wire
(bottom of Fig. 2c), which originated from the un-densiﬁed helical
structure of the previous G/Cu-T wire (bottom of Fig. 2b). The
subsequent CVD process produced surface graphene on the 1st
superhelix G@Cu wires with identical quality and layers compared
with that grown on the surface of the commercial Cu wires.
Through 6 cycles of the growth-twisting-drawing procedure, the
6th superhelix G@Cu wires (top of Fig. 2d) possessed the same
outer shape and dimension, and similar surface morphology as that
of the 1st superhelix G@Cu wire (top of Fig. 2c), but a highlydensiﬁed cross-section without pores and voids (bottom of Fig. 2d).
The graphene layers were proved to be mostly continuous and
uniformly distributed within the Cu matrix. Fig. 2e shows the 6th
superhelix G@Cu wire after surface polishing and partial chemical
etching. The magniﬁed SEM image (Fig. 2f) demonstrates the rough
surface resulting from the anisotropic corrosion. As shown in
Fig. 2g, the typical EDS analysis within the measured area indicates
that C element was uniformly distributed, which should only be the
result of the existence of graphene inside the nanocomposite wire.
The interior graphene has a similar layer number and quality as the
surface graphene, which is proved by the almost unchanged characteristics comparing the Raman spectra of the PMMA/residuum
and the blank PMMA samples (Fig. 2h) [31,32]. Additional EDS and
Raman measurements were carried out repeatedly with different
but adjacent locations spreading the sample wire. All the results
showed identical characteristics and continuity/uniformity of the
interior graphene within the measured areas. Importantly, it was
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the fabrication process and structure of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires (superhelix G@Cu wires). (a), (b) and (c) successively demonstrate
the cycled growth-twisting-drawing procedure. t is the number of the twisted wires. The obtained strand is repeatedly pre-tensioned and annealed before die drawing treatment. n
is the total number of the cycles applied. (d) Schematic structure of the superhelix G@Cu wires fabricated by n cycles of the growth-twisting-drawing procedure, and the nth G@Cu
wires should be seen as a bundle of massive, strongly bonded and super-helically arranged sub-wires in a total number of t n.

found that there was no detectable missing/cracked area without
graphene. These results show that the interior graphene is mostly
continuous with a coverage ratio of ~100%. Inevitably, there may be
small missing/cracked areas without graphene that cannot be
detected experimentally. However, these missing/cracked areas
should be negligible compared with that covered with graphene,
which should have negligible inﬂuence on the global continuity of
the graphene. Although the repeated thermal-stretching and multidie drawing treatments may lead to tensile fracture of graphene
due to mismatched ductility of copper and graphene [32], the
further cyclic CVD growth would repair not only the surface graphene but also the interior ones [33]. That is, most of the mechanically damaged graphene has been replenished and repaired
cyclically to be almost continuous again. In addition, it was unlikely
that chemical reactions occurred between the interior graphene
and Cu matrix during the cyclic fabrication process [34,35].
Meanwhile, it was impossible for massive atomic diffusion and
inﬁltration to occur across the interior graphene/Cu interfaces due
to the poor wettability of C and Cu [22,36] and the fact that no
thorough melting occurred during the whole procedure [35,37].
Moreover, the interior graphene restricted the recrystallization of
the Cu matrix across the interface during high temperature
annealing [22,23,27,38]. As a result, the ﬁnal product nth superhelix
G@Cu nanocomposite wires maintained the superhelix micro
texture. And the interior graphene layers were highly uniformly
distributed within the sub-wire interfaces and possessed good
continuity spreading over the Cu matrix and maintained their
coverage on the Cu crystal domains as they were initially grown. It
is believed that such good continuity, together with the uniform

distribution/alignment and high quality, all are crucial to generate
effective reinforcement to the mechanical and electrical properties
discussed below. In contrast, the traditional die drawing process
that simply densiﬁes a composite wire [21] is unable to effectively
modulate and reﬁne the microscopic distribution of the nano inclusions. The planar stacking method is capable of generating
nanocomposites with high aspect ratio, highly controllable alignment and interface spacing of the nano inclusions, but the method
lacks the ability to produce long wires and ﬁbers [26]. Most
importantly, the repeated growth-twisting-drawing processes
effectively avoided the agglomeration of the nano inclusions that
considerably reduce reinforcement, compared with that by simple
mixing or mechanical milling [35,39,40]. After all, the cycled
growth-twisting-drawing process is a unique and outstanding
method to produce one dimensional nanocomposite wires with
full-scale control ability from macroscopic dimension down to
microscopic structure.
Density measurements veriﬁed the high compactness of the
superhelix nanocomposite wires. Fig. 2i shows the mass density of
the nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increasing cycle number (n), as
well as comparing to that of the nth superhelix Cu wire controls.
Statistically, both the density of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires and
the nth superhelix Cu wire controls slightly decreased initially,
mainly because of the un-fully densiﬁed structure (bottom of
Fig. 2c) in the ﬁrst few cycles. However, with increasing n, the
density increased until quite close to that of the commercial Cu
wire. The 6th superhelix G@Cu wires possessed a density of
8.76 g cm3, a negligible 0.2% lower than that of the commercial Cu
wire, indicating the high compactness of the super-helically
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Fig. 2. Morphology and structure of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires. SEM images of (a) G/Cu wire, (b) G/Cu-T wire fabricated by repeated pre-tension and
annealing of a 6-wire strand of the G/Cu wire in (a), (c) 1st superhelix G@Cu wire obtained by die drawing treatment of the G/Cu-T wire in (b), (d) 6th superhelix G@Cu wire
fabricated by applying 6 cycles of the growth-twisting-drawing procedure. The upper and lower images respectively demonstrate the axial surface and cross-sectional morphology
of the samples. The red rectangles in (b) and (c) indicate the pores and voids within the wires. (e) The SEM image of the surface morphology of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire after
surface etching and cleaning, and (f) the magniﬁed SEM image of the denoted area (white rectangle) in (e). (g) The EDS results of the same zone of (f), showing the uniform and
abundant distribution of C elements (introduced by graphene inside the composite wire) within the Cu matrix. (h) Raman spectra of graphene on the surface of the G/Cu wire (blue
curve, sample 1), and PMMA adhered with interior graphene of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire by etching of Cu thoroughly (red curve, sample 2), comparing to the referenced PMMA
sample (black curve, sample 3). (i) Density of the G/Cu and nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increased number (n) of cycles (red points), and referenced Cu and nth superhelix Cu
wires by the same treatments but without graphene (black points). (j) Graphene volume fraction (VG) of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increasing number (n) of cycles.

arranged sub-wires. The cyclic multi-die drawing treatment and
high temperature (1000  C) during the CVD procedure elevated
interfacial contact and resulted in the high compactness of these
sub-wires.
The graphene volumetric fraction (VG) was estimated based on
the idealized superhelix structure that excludes void space and

pores, in which the sub-wires are almost completely covered with
interfacial graphene with a layer number of 2e3. The nth superhelix G@Cu wire possesses 6n sub-wires, for example 66 ¼ 46656.
The mean diameter of the sub-wires (da) was estimated by
approximately average the total cross-sectional area of the nth
superhelix G@Cu wire to 6n individual sub-wires. The mean
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diameter of the sub-wires of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire is
estimated to be ~0.92 mm. The volume fraction (VG, Fig. 2j) was
estimated to be up to ~0.32% for a cycle number of 6. The true
graphene volume fraction should be close to but no more than the
idealized values (~0.32%), considering the void space and pores and
tiny missing/cracked areas without graphene. The graphene volumetric fraction (VG) of the superhelix nanocomposite wires increases with increasing cycle number (n) (Fig. 2j). This is because
the mean diameter of the sub-wires (da) is considerably reduced
with increasing cycle numbers (n), while the interfacial graphene
maintained a coverage ratio of ~100% (almost continuous) after
ﬁnishing the fabrication processes. Further increasing VG with more
reﬁned superhelix micro structure down to nanometer or even the
primitive cell scale by increasing the cycle number are expected to
be possible in principle, as has been collaterally evidenced by
previous reports on nanolayered systems [25,41]. In brief, the superhelix nanocomposite wires substantially take advantage of
controllable and uniform distribution and alignment with
increasing volumetric fraction of the nano inclusions while maintaining the superhelix structure. Such improved structure quality
with the excellent properties of the CVD graphene contribute to the
superior properties of the nanocomposite wire.
3.2. Mechanical properties
Monotonic tensile tests were performed to evaluate the mechanical properties. The true stress-strain curves of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires were measured (Fig. 3a), as well as comparing to
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that of the nth superhelix Cu wires (Fig. 3b). The Young's modulus
(E), maximum true stress (s) and maximum true strain (ε) were
derived from the true stress-strain curves (Fig. 3cee). Both the nth
superhelix G@Cu wires and nth superhelix Cu wires demonstrated
decreases in E (Fig. 3c) but increases in s (Fig. 3d) with increasing
VG. The initial declines of both E and s values mainly resulted from
reduced density (Fig. 2i). Furthermore, the nth superhelix G@Cu
wires exhibit larger reduction in stiffness and increase in strength
than the nth superhelix Cu wire controls. The 6th superhelix G@Cu
wires (VG ¼ ~0.32%) have considerably reduced E, with E/Ecom,
Cu ¼ 100.3/196.2 (GPa/GPa) and E/E6, Cu ¼ 100.3/152.3 (GPa/GPa),
corresponding to a decrease in stiffness by 49% and 34% respectively (Fig. 3c). On the other hand, there is a moderately improved
s ¼ 270 MPa, compared with scom, Cu ¼ 245 MPa and s6,
Cu ¼ 247 MPa, or 10% and 9% increase in strength respectively
(Fig. 3d). Moreover, the nth superhelix G@Cu wires and nth superhelix Cu wires demonstrated similar improvements in ductility,
both exhibiting the highest increasement Dε ¼ ~9%, or ~80% increase from that of the commercial Cu wire (Fig. 3e). These results
indicate both improvements in ductility and reductions in stiffness
with the superhelix structure, and enhanced strengthening effects
with the interfacial graphene layers.
Both the nth superhelix wires with and without graphene
demonstrated improved mechanical strength with increasing cycle
numbers. However, the nth superhelix G@Cu wires showed
moderately larger improvement. These results indicated that the
superhelix structure contributed to the strengthening effects,
which was further enhanced by the interfacial graphene layers. The

Fig. 3. Mechanical properties of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires. (a) True stress-strain curves of the G/Cu wire and nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increased
number (n) of cycles. (b) Comparison of the true stress-strain curves of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires and nth superhelix Cu wires, including the G/Cu and commercial Cu wires. (c)
The Young's modulus, (d) maximum true stress, and (e) maximum true strain of the G/Cu (n ¼ 0) and nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increased number (n) of cycles (red points),
and referenced commercial Cu (n ¼ 0) and nth superhelix Cu wires by the same treatments but without graphene (black points).
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strengthening effect essentially occurs because of the high intrinsic
strength and nano-conﬁnement effects of graphene [25,31,32,39].
On one hand, the strong CeC bond network of graphene layers act
as a much larger barrier than grain boundary to constrain dislocation propagation across the graphene/Cu interface [39e42]. On
the other hand, graphene layers hinder the growth and recrystallization of the Cu crystal grains during the high-temperature
annealing as discussed above, and the matrix can be strengthened by decreasing the crystal grain size (grain-boundary
strengthening) in terms of the HallePetch relation [22,28,39]. As a
result, like other reported graphene and CNTs reinforced composites [31,33,38,39], it is believed that both the greatly reduced grain
size and enhanced grain-boundary strengthening by graphene
contribute to the high strength of the nanocomposite wires
[41,43e47].
3.3. Electrical conductivity and current carrying capacity
The nth superhelix G@Cu wires show negligible decreases in
room temperature electrical conductivity (sRT) due to the vanishingly small VG and high density (Fig. 4a) compared to the commercial Cu wire. The 6th superhelix G@Cu wires (VG ¼ ~0.32%)
exhibit a value of 5.01  107 S m1, less than a 12% reduction from
that of the commercial Cu wire and comparable to that of pure
Copper (5.80  107 S m1) [48]. This value is 2e3 orders of magnitude higher than the CNTs/Cu composites by electrodeposition and
sputtering [1,11,21,37,49], and even 10e20% higher than the

Graphene/Cu composites by powder metallurgy [22,39].
Central to this study, it is found that the superhelix graphene/Cu
nanocomposite wires exhibit largely improved ampacity compared
to that of the commercial Cu wire. The current density-electric ﬁeld
(J-E) curves of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires (Fig. 4b) were
measured, as well as comparing to that of the nth superhelix Cu
wires (Fig. 4c). Electric ﬁelds were applied to generate considerable
current-induced temperature rise (Joule-heating) until the wires
fused at a maximum current density (Jm). Large improvements in
ampacity were observed, that is, Jm increases remarkably with
increasing VG (Fig. 4bec). The 6th superhelix G@Cu wires
(VG ¼ ~0.32%) show about 200% increase in ampacity (~5.8  1010
A m2, compared with ~2.2  1010 A m2 of the commercial Cu
wires). As shown in Fig. 4d, the ampacity vs conductivity plots
demonstrate an inverse trend with conventional metals and nano
carbons. That is, metals possess higher conductivities and nanocarbons possess higher ampacities. Our superhelix nanocomposite
wires stand out with both outstanding conductivity and ampacity.
Notably, the ampacity of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wires is about
220e310% of that of conventional conductors, such as Cu, Al, Au and
Ag (~1010 A m2) [3,4,58,64,66]. That is also ~5 times and ~2 orders
of magnitude higher that of conventional graphene/Cu ﬁbers [17]
and SWNT/Cu ﬁbers [21] respectively, except for that of the reported CNT-Cu (6  1012 A m2) with a large volume fraction (45%)
of CNTs [1]. In contrast to most of the reports [11,37,50e53] on high
ampacity that make compromise to low conductivity, we succeeded in achieving high ampacity while maintaining an electrical

Fig. 4. Electrical properties and current density versus electric ﬁeld (J-E) characteristics of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires. (a) Electrical conductivity of the G/Cu
(n ¼ 0) and nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increased number (n) of cycles (red points), and referenced commercial Cu (n ¼ 0) and nth superhelix Cu wires by the same treatments
but without graphene (black points). (b) J-E curves of the G/Cu and nth superhelix G@Cu wires with increased number (n) of cycles. (c) Comparison of the J-E curves of the nth
superhelix G@Cu wires and nth superhelix Cu wires, including the G/Cu and commercial Cu wires. (d) Ampacity vs conductivity plots compared with conventional metals, nano
carbons, and nano carbon based composite wires.
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conductivity comparable to that of pure copper. There is still large
promotion space to maximumly improve the ampacity of our superhelix nanocomposite wires as proposed theoretically [54] by
further increasing the volume fraction of graphene.

3.4. Mechanism of high current carrying capacity
Such considerably improved ampacity can be mainly attributed
to the suppressed electromigration and thermal diffusion of Cu
atoms by the interfacial graphene layers. For pure Cu, electromigration occurs at the surfaces and grain boundaries that significantly reduce the conductivity [55e58], which considerably
elevates the Joule-heating effect. Results shown in this study indicate the Cu migration pathways through surface and grain
boundaries were greatly suppressed by the interfacial graphene
layers. In addition, graphene itself has excellent ampacity, close to
copper [59]. And the adhesion between graphene and Cu are
excellent due to strong interaction [60], which considerably prevent thermal oxidation under Joule-heating [61]. The average
temperature (Tavg) along the wire axis was captured accompanying
the J-E measurements. There are large different current densities
for these wires to reach a same temperature (Fig. 5a). For example,
the commercial Cu wire reached a temperature of ~995.7  C at a
current density of ~1.9  1010 A m2; in contrast, at the same level
of temperature (~974.9  C), the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire could
have a much higher current density of ~4.9  1010 A m2 (Fig. 5a). It
was found that all these wires fused at almost identical temperatures around the melting point of copper (1084  C) [48], determined by the composite matrix. This indicates such low VG (~0.32%)
have negligible inﬂuence on the overall thermal stability and
melting point of the composite, which is distinguished from the
cases that large inclusion contents restrict thermal diffusion in a
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bulk scale. The improved ampacity then comes from suppressed
electromigration near the graphene/Cu interfaces, which was
considerably enhanced with increasing VG. The mechanism was
veriﬁed through investigation into the non-linear relationship s-T
from RT to ~1273 K. Fig. 5b shows the plots of electric conductivity
(normalized to the RT one, s (T)/sRT) versus temperature (average
temperature rise measured from RT, DTavg), as well as the nonlinear curve ﬁtting of each tested sample. Non-linear curve ﬁttings give the temperature coefﬁcient of resistivity (a) for each
sample (Fig. 5c). Notably, the nth superhelix G@Cu wires show
considerably reduced a value with increasing VG. The mean a value
of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire is 0.00234, ~5% and 58% of that of
the commercial Cu wire and pure copper (~0.00399e0.00433) [59],
which is also clearly shown by the outstanding ﬁtting curve of the
6th superhelix G@Cu wire. The signiﬁcantly lower a value indicates
smaller decreases in conductivity at high current density, which
correspond to suppressed electromigration near the graphene/Cu
interfaces. Theoretical studies have proposed that the activation
energy for carbon-doped Cu diffusion increases by suppressing
surface and grain boundary pathways [57,60,61]. It is believed that
the graphene in the superhelix nanocomposite wires has a similar
function in suppressing Cu electromigration [62e64].

3.5. Electric fatigue properties
Any current density or that conducted by an electric ﬁeld less
than Jm results in fatigue failure instead of immediate fusing. The
fatigue experiments under stepped J (Fig. 6a) and E (Fig. 6b), and
pulsed E (Fig. 6ced) were measured under vacuum (104 Pa). At a
constant J ¼ 5.5  1010 A m2, the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire breaks
down after ~350 s, below which the sample conducts for at least
600 s with negligible degradation (Fig. 6a). For the case of 6th

Fig. 5. Temperature coefﬁcient of resistivity of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires. (a) Measured temperature versus current density of the 6th superhelix G@Cu
wires and commercial Cu wires, and the corresponding linear ﬁttings. The inset photographs demonstrate the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire and commercial Cu wires perform
equivalent thermal radiation luminescence at the same temperature by Joule-heating, at which the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire is carrying larger current density than the commercial
Cu wire. (b) Measured electric conductivity (normalized to the room temperature value) plotted as a function of the average temperature rise by Joule-heating of the samples, and
ﬁtting curves. (c) Calculated temperature coefﬁcient of resistance (TCR) of the samples, based on the results in (a).
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Fig. 6. Fatigue properties and current carrying capability of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires. Current density versus time measurements of the 6th superhelix
G@Cu wire and 6th superhelix Cu wire with step-wised constant current source (a) and constant voltage source (b), and 600 s duration for each step. (c) Current density response to
pulsed voltage source of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire (upper, black) and 6th superhelix Cu wire (lower, red), using a 0.9 Hz frequency and 9% duty ratio. (d) The responding peak
current density in (c) are plotted to demonstrate the pulse fatigue properties. The corresponding colored arrows point to the same peaks in (c).

superhelix Cu wire, the break down current density is only
3.2  1010 A m2 and 150 s duration (Fig. 6a). Under break down
electric ﬁeld (Fig. 6b), the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire also exhibits
longer duration up to 580 s, compared with 400 s for the 6th superhelix Cu wire, though both output powers were moderately
reduced by thermally induced increase in resistance (Fig. 6b). These
superior fatigue resistivity of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wires indicate the electromigration is efﬁciently suppressed by the graphene/
Cu interfaces that substantially improve the ampacity. Moreover,
the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire persists in function under a pulsed E
of 11 V m1 for ~1500 cycles, while only ~640 cycles under a lower E
of 7.5 V m1 for the 6th superhelix Cu wire (Fig. 6c). Both wires
demonstrate ~10% decreased peak current density (Fig. 6d) before
breaking down, which resulted from the accumulated degradation
to the samples due to both the electromigration/diffusion and highfrequency thermally induced stress and deformation [15,16,65].
Taking the advantages of combined superior mechanical properties
and ampacity, the graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires promise wide
applications in the areas of heavy-duty and high-frequency/power.

3.6. Continuous current rating
For practical applications, it is the balance between the heating
current and the thermal dissipation into the surroundings that
determines the continuous current rating of the current-carrying
wire [12]. The nth superhelix G@Cu wires possess comparable
thermal conductivity to the commercial Cu-wires, though their
values slightly decreased with increasing VG (Fig. 7a). The average
temperature rises of the electrically heated wire (DT avg) versus the
square of current density are shown in Fig. 7b, which gives linear
relationships for all the tested wires with different slopes. Based on
natural convection theory [12], the thermal conductance (g)

between the electrically heated wires and the Ar atmosphere can
be derived, which give nearly identical thermal conductance (g),
39e42 W m2 K1 of the nth superhelix G@Cu wires and nth superhelix Cu wires independent on VG (Fig. 7c). This indicates the
fact that the thermal conductance solely depends on the wire
diameter and gas conditions, considering the negligible difference
of the thermal conductivity. With the above determined values for
g, together with the temperature-dependent electric conductivity,
the continuous current rating can be calculated for a given operating temperature, To [12]. At To ¼ 360 K, the calculated continuous
current rating value of the 6th superhelix G@Cu wire is 1.9  1010
A m2, about 1.7 times of that of the commercial Cu wire
(1.1  1010 A m2), which agrees well with the measured values
(Fig. 7d).

4. Conclusions
Using a novel cyclic growth-twisting-drawing strategy, we
succeeded in fabricating nanocomposite wires with largely
improved current carrying capacity, uncompromised electrical
conductivity and enhanced mechanical performance. Such
improved comprehensive properties can be attributed to the superhelix micro structure and nano-conﬁnement effect of the
interfacial graphene. These results highlight the importance of the
superhelix nanocomposite material structure and the atomic thin
graphene interfaces. In future work, higher strength and ampacity
may be achieved if the wire is drawn through a much smaller hole
during a further modiﬁed processing. For example, the annealing
treatment can be introduced between the different drawing
treatments. Overall, the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite
wires fabricated by the proposed method in this work possess
excellent comprehensive performance, bringing about prosperous
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Fig. 7. Determination of the continuous current rating of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires. (a) Thermal conductivity of the G/Cu and nth superhelix G@Cu wires
with increasing cycle number (n) (red points), and referenced commercial Cu and nth superhelix Cu wires by the same treatments but without graphene (black points). (b)
Measured average temperature rise of the samples plotted as a function of the square of the applied current density, and the simulated linear relationships. (c) Calculated thermal
conductance (g) between the current-carrying wires and surrounding Ar ﬂow, the lines are least square ﬁttings of the calculated values. (d) The measured continuous current rating
of the superhelix graphene/Cu nanocomposite wires and referenced wires without graphene (solid points), and the calculated values (hollow points).

applications, such as alternative graphene-based materials to
replace copper and/or other metal materials that widely used for
conducting wires/cables in many ﬁelds.
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